KABLOONA
Again and again, that winter, I said to myself that I must
write the story of two men at a Post. Two men anywhere eke, I
dare say, would furnish matter for the same story, provided they
were alone together and the ring round them was sufficiently
small and unbreakable.
I liked Gibson as soon as I saw him, and from the moment of
my arrival we got on exceedingly well. He was a man of poise
and order; he took life calmly and philosophically; he had an
endless budget of good stories. In the beginning, we would sit
for hours at table, discussing with warmth and friendliness every
topic that suggested itself, and I soon felt a real affection for him.
Probably he liked me, too, for his kindness to me was infinite,
and almost every day I had occasion to thank him.
But as winter closed in around us, and week after week our
world narrowed until it was reduced — in my mind, at any rate
— to the dimensions of a trap, I went from impatience to rest-
lessness, and from restlessness finally to monomania. I began to
rage inwardly, and the very traits in my friend and host which
had struck me in the beginning as admirable, ultimately seemed
to me detestable. The time came when I could no longer bear
the sight of this man who was unfailingly kind to me, whose
suggestions were so valuable to me, who, each time that I was
off on the trail, would run after my sled at the last minute with
still another thoughtful little gift for me. That calm which I
had once admired I now called laziness; that philosophic imper-
turbability became in my eyes insensitiveness. The meticulous
organization of Ms existence was maniacal old-maidenliness and
an insult to human dignity.
Naturally, it was the little things that exasperated me: it
always is. Vice and virtue have no part in the irritation we feel
against those with whom we live in intimate contact. I cannot
tell you what a melodramatic object the stovepipe key repre-
sented for me. The key regulated the draught in the pipe, and
therewith the degree of heat given off by the stove. Heat in a
house in the Arctic is obviously of some importance. I always
got up before Gibson did, started the stove with the kindling I
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